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Matt Rothschild of the Wisconsin Democracy Campaign is thankful for 3 things in 2022
as far as the pro-democracy prospects go here in Wisconsin.

      

  

MADISON - On this Thanksgiving weekend, I’ve got three things to be thankful for,  as far as the
pro-democracy prospects go here in Wisconsin.

 First, I’m thankful that Gov. Evers is still our governor, and that his  veto pen still works. Robin
Vos’s veto-proof majority failed to  materialize in the Assembly, so Evers can still do what he
does best:  Blocking bills that would curb our freedom to vote, or blocking bills  that would
destroy our public schools, or damage our public lands, or  deprive women of their most basic
freedom to make their own decisions  regarding their health care.

 Second, I’m thankful for Law Forward ,  the great pro-democracy law firm that’s been around
for a just a couple  years but is already changing the legal landscape in Wisconsin in our  favor.
This group, founded by Jeff Mandell and Doug Poland and initially  just with the amazing Mel
Barnes as staff counsel, acts not only as a  much-needed counterweight to the Wisconsin
Institute for Law and  Liberty. It also pushes for fair maps, defends our freedom to vote, and 
demands accountability for those who violate our democracy. More than  any other group in
Wisconsin, Law Forward has demanded that the false  electors in Wisconsin be investigated,
and the firm has filed a civil  suit against them, as well -- the first of its kind in the nation.

 And third, I’m thankful for Civic Media ,  the new progressive radio network that is buying up
stations all across  Wisconsin not only to counter the dominance of rightwing radio but also  to
build civil dialogue at the local level, both of which we’ve been  desperately needing. Growing
out of “Devil Radio,” the flagship station  in Madison founded by the irrepressible Michael Crute,
it is now  expanding rapidly, with the vision and resources of Sage Weil. Now with  stations not
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only in Madison and Waukesha, but also in Amery, Richland  Center, Wisconsin Rapids, and
Wausau, with more to come, Civic Media is  changing the sound of talk radio in Wisconsin, and
it’s changing the  politics of our state for the better.

 So I’m thankful, this Thanksgiving weekend, and I hope you are, too.

  

  

Best,

 Matt Rothschild
 Executive Director
rothschild@wisdc.org
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